
Daily Schedule & Resources 

If you need ideas on how to structure your child’s time at home over the next 6 weeks, feel free to use this schedule to 

give you ideas! The times are flexible just like the schedule is. It is just an idea to help support you & your child during 

these unusual circumstances. Give yourself grace & please email if you need ideas or suggestions! 

Time Activity Things to consider 

8:00 Breakfast *Encourage independence and invite them to help prepare food and serve themselves. 

We encourage independence at school by having them practice pouring, scooping, 

using silverware, cleaning up, etc. 

*This is a great time to encourage them to use 2-4 word sentences to request foods and 

say, “please” and “thank you”. 

8:30  Play Time Technology Free Time  

*Children learn the best when they are engaged and playing with materials. Their brains 

make connections as they play and it helps support their retention of the information.  

*This can be a great time to try and incorporate your child’s IEP goals into their play 

(counting, colors, shapes, imitation, turn taking, etc.). 

9:30 Creativity 

Time 

*Art projects, coloring, cooking something fun, or creating a science experiment  

     -Please note that it doesn’t need to cost a lot or be complicated to be fun!                   

*This is another opportunity for incorporating your child’s educational goals.  

     -Cooking and science experiments can be a great way to work on counting, taking      

       turns, and following directions. 

     -Art projects and coloring are a great way to work on your child’s fine motor goals. 

10:30 Movement 

time 

*Play outside or check out these sites for some movement time: 

Cosmic Kids Yoga at https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

Go Noodle at https://www.gonoodle.com/ 

*Use this time to work on any gross motor goals your child may have- Yoga is especially 

great for core strength! 

11:30 Lunch Time *Encourage independence and invite them to help prepare food and serve themselves. 

We encourage independence at school by having them practice pouring, scooping, 

using silverware, cleaning up, etc. 

*This is a great time to encourage them to use 2-4 word sentences to request foods and 

say, “please” and “thank you”. 

12:00 Clean up time *Have your child help clean up after lunch by putting away toys and materials. 

*One way to make clean up time fun: encourage kids to count how many toys they 

clean up, to find all the toys of a certain color, or see who can clean up the most toys 

12:30 Rest time *This may include a nap, reading books, playing with puzzles, and quiet activities. 

*Feel free to use attached activity sheets for ideas for questions to use when reading 

with your child. 

2:00-

3:00 

Academic 

Technology 

Time 

*There are great apps, shows and websites that help can help support your child’s 

overall learning and their IEP goals.  

*Consider using the of online resources available under “Digital Tools” for preschoolers 

on spokaneschools.org.   


